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Primary School in Algeria 

 
 
Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 
. 2D"ا0C� <0=>، ن@:ت: <0=>  2�  01./; ا$:ا9" 5678 4#3  01. و�  2�  01. /. -#,% +*( و ه&% ا$#"ر � ا� : ع

 "ED ./ %&10>ت هEGH$ا I810>ت اEGH$ا J7- K$ران; ن="ر LM:$و ه&اك ا �0D,E$ا �7#:ه> ه; ا$7*E2أ$; ن �ا$7:$ �P<6$ا
آ7[; . آ>ن آ0D,E$<D ;]7� و ه&% /07\. ا� Z[2ل اV1$>م ه&اك ت>ع، اV1$>م اD,2$:ي و نV>م اT07E2$ آ>ن /E,ب

ا$7*� ا$0D,E� و آ>نL آ>18� ا$#:اد، ا$#:اد ت>ع ا0D,2$� .  اP<6$� ا$7:$� أ$; ن7E2#:ه>، ن7E2#: ا$7*� ا$0D,E�0D,E$<D� و
 ،K0ب ت>ن<H6$7#: اE2، آ1> ن�0/Z �. آ1> ن7E2#: ت>نK0 ا_ ا-T7 ا$1H� ا$,اED� و� آ1> نG"او $@,انH:8�، ا$7*� ا�0G1P�ا
<V1$ا$56 ا LM:$و ه&اك ا �8:Hاف$@,انaD \07/ آ>ن T07E2$م ا<Vاف. م، نaD \$ا:b <1#7E، . و ت�ا$2>$0 �1H$1"ك <; ا-

ا�/62>ن و1d;، آ>/( ا$1>س آ>/(، اM &0/Z2$>ع ت>ع ا$#"ارس ا�2D"ا0C� . ا$H>د � ا$1H� ا$H>د � آ>8. و9" ا�/62>ن
->م آ>/( و . مش E8>ود، E8>ود ا$E>ا$; /> ر6D:. وا9" 8@:تI و I6D,8 /07\ 8,وح �4:ر $7#"ر � اe :2#$�. 8@:ت:%
  . و وا9" /; 8@:ت D,8\ ا$6#" _ 8"4( ا$#"ر � اe :2#$�... اG0Eb I8�... ه: ي

  
  

English translation: 

 
A: When one turns five or six years of age, he enters primary school. We spend six years 
in primary school. The first thing we learn is Arabic language. Here, I am talking about 
roughly the seventies, which was right after independence. The educational system then 
was Arabicized: everything was in Arabic, which is good. Since everything was in 
Arabic, the first thing we learn is Arabic. There were other subjects like Islamic 
education, we also used to study math. In, I believe, fourth grade or so we start to learn 
French as a foreign language. Honestly, at that time, the educational system was 
excellent. We learned many things. In the last year – sixth grade – there is an exam. This 
exam is a national exam and all students of primary school have to sit for it. If someone 
passes it well, then he can go to secondary school, and if he doesn’t pass it, he would 
have to repeat the year. An entire year; it’s difficult. And if someone passes, then he 
enters secondary school.  
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